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WHAT A
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Toni Krasicki discovers the
musical side to one of
Hollywood’s favourite
Aussies, Guy Pearce.
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Guy Pearce’s album
‘Broken Bones’ is out
now
and
together
with
Powderfinger’s
Darren
Middleton (pictured bottom
left) are currently touring their
'Broken/Translations'
double
headline tour. To celebrate, you
can win a signed copy of Guy’s
CD. To enter, email 50 words or
less telling us why you love Guy
Pearce. Entries must be sent to
havingfun@ohmagazine.com.au
before
1
March
2015.
Remember to include your
postal address.

emember, you can’t please
everyone,’ are Guy Pearce’s only
words of advice. When you think about it,
this could refer to anything in life but in
this particular instance Guy is talking
about music. Music? Isn’t he that
extraordinary actor that colourfully burst
on to the big screen in Priscilla: Queen of
the Desert?

‘R

More known for his diverse acting skills
than his music, he’s only recently ‘come
out of the closet’ musically, and those
who know him weren’t surprised at all.
Long before he became Mike Young on
Neighbours, he was writing music,

few decades. He says that the oldest
song, Someone Else, has been amended
numerous times. ‘Songs like Broken
Bones are much newer. I think I wrote it
at the end of 2013.’
Not naming any particular musical
influence, he says he wants to steer clear
of this conscious approach to his song
writing to avoid any hint of plagiarism.
Simply, his songs are based on personal
experiences, observations and personal
thoughts.
‘I suppose like most people I write from
my own experiences, even if I draw from

“It’s so satisfying when you feel your fitness
improving, but it’s harder the older we get”
adding a string of musical theatre
production
performances
to
his
repertoire, including the role of Danny
Zuko in David Atkinson’s 1991 production
of Grease. The rather long list of screen
and stage productions that Guy has
demonstrated his vocal abilities are
testament that indeed the man has been
involved in music almost as long, or as
much as, his non-singing acting career.
But why the musical silence until now?
‘No one would’ve wanted to hear the
music I made in the 80’s,’ he explains.
‘It was good that I had fears about
releasing it then.’
‘I don’t necessarily think I considered
now to be the perfect time. It was more
about just finally realising the importance
of getting over my own fears and
expressing something that means a lot to
me, as well as just generally feeling
better about the music I make these
days.’
His first album, Broken Bones, released
late last year ‘sort of evolved,’ and is a
collection of songs written over the last

other people’s as well. To me the whole
album is about our emotional selves and
our need to question our identities. So
whether the experience is mine or
someone else’s the emotional part of the
story will have affected me at some
point,’ explains Guy. ‘They all feel very
personal but that might actually have
more to do with the musical journey I
went on with each song rather than the
story of the song itself.’
Guy is non-committal when pressed for
favourites, saying that musically, the
tracks Taste and Broken Bones are most
interesting.
By the time this issue arrives in your
inbox, Guy, alongside Powderfinger
guitarist
and
songwriter,
Darren
Middleton, would have already kicked off
their Australian east coast tour. Along
with a backing band, both will be sharing
the stage and performing songs from
each other’s albums, Broken Bones and
Translation.
And does playing a live gig hit the sweet
spot? ‘I enjoy playing live but it’s not my

default position, probably
because I’m not a great guitarist,’ he
admits. ‘I’m fine singing live and have
done it my whole life, but guitar came
late really. It’s fun though, particularly if
an audience is having a good time.’
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A veteran actor, who has clocked up a
plethora of television and film credits
over 30 years on both stage and screen,
has seen him reinvent himself for just as
many diverse roles. From humble
beginnings in Neighbours in 1985, Guy
rocked Hollywood when in 1997 he was
cast in LA Confidential, and has appeared
in countless films ever since. Last year
he filmed Results (set for release
sometime in 2015), where he plays an
Australian fitness instructor.
In the six weeks leading up to the shoot
he says he focused on his cardio,
particularly running. ‘I knew we had
some running scenes to do and I didn’t
want to feel sick after 20 takes so
thought best to get back into it.’ Adding,
‘I also increased my weights and got
back to a split routine - legs, back and
biceps on one day, and chest, shoulders
and triceps the next. I also added a little
yoga and Pilates.’
Not that he sloths around when not
working. On the contrary, when not
shooting, Guy stays active by walking his
dogs and hitting the gym three to five
times a week. ‘Depending on the role I’m
playing, I’ll adjust my diet and exercise to
suit. Sometimes getting fat is what’s
required!’
Hoping not to offend, I ask the successful
actor and talented musician - actor or
musician? ‘Wow, that’s a really unfair
question!’ Saying, ‘But I’d probably have
to say a musician – I’m not sure why,
maybe because it’s a more personal
creative outlet – perhaps.’
Photos on facing page by Iska Photography
and David Vagg. Front cover image by
David Gilliver.
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